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About Classic Wristwatches
An invaluable resource on vintage watches, Classic
Wristwatches 2014–2015 contains detailed information on
40 of the most historically interesting brands sought after
by collectors.
Now in its third edition, Classic Wristwatches remains the
ultimate guide for information on vintage watches, that is,
watches no longer in current production. This easy-to-use ebook fully describes and illustrates each of the more than
900 timepieces it highlights, and also provides an estimated
price carefully calculated by experts in the field.
At the end of this e-book edition, a price list for all the
watches is included—a handy feature for looking up a
model in a particular range or comparing manufacturers’
prices. To make searching for your favorite watches even
easier, a search-by-decade function has been added.
Stefan Muser has been the owner of the renowned auction
house Dr. Crott in Mannheim, Germany, since 1993. He is
regarded as one of the most knowledgeable auctioneers in
Europe.
Peter Braun is editor-in-chief of the renowned German
wristwatch magazine Armbanduhren.
Michael Ph. Horlbeck is a collector and journalist who
writes a collecting column for the German magazine
Armbanduhren. Horlbeck is also author of a book on
mechanical alarm wristwatches.
To learn more about the paperback edition of Classic
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Wristwatches, please visit our website.
To view our complete selection of e-books, visit
www.abbeville.com/digital.
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How to Use This Book
Classic Wristwatches 2014–2015 contains a wealth of
information, including pictures and specifications for more
than 900 different watches.
Here are some features to help you navigate:

• Tap on a watch icon in the table of contents to display
an image gallery for each brand.

• Tap any picture in the gallery for the entry of that
brand.

• Tap on the watch to enlarge it; then zoom in for
greater detail.

• Tap on the price or date for each entry to access
watches in a similar price or date range.

• Go directly to the price range section or listings by
year for other search options.
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Letter to Readers
The market for classic collector wristwatches is changing
and will continue to do so. But on average, even with all the
excesses and exceptions upward and downward, the general
direction is up, one can say. Naturally, the routine work at
auction houses and daily trade on the retail market are
focused heavily on the major, big-name brands. But the
prices that are now being fetched for pieces speak for
themselves.
For the vintage collector, it is most probably worthwhile
taking a good look at the somewhat lesser-known watch
brands—for instance using the current, updated Classic
Wristwatches catalog, in which we present about 900
vintage wristwatches, each with a picture, a concise
description, and a development forecast.
The estimated prices and forecasts are oriented on the
actual market situation in Germany at the time of printing.
Some prices making the rounds on the Internet could be
different from those listed in this catalog. But those pieces
advertised on the web need careful scrutiny. Is the price
given the one that was paid, or are we dealing here with
what amounts to wishful thinking? The models presented in
Classic Wristwatches are, with few exceptions, ones that
were actually auctioned at the Dr. H. Crott auction house.
For the sake of accurate comparisons, all the estimated
prices and development forecasts are based on very wellpreserved, original, functioning, and complete watches,
even if the actual watch portrayed and described in detail
does not actually meet this standard in some individual
cases. Watches that are especially well-documented and
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come with some of the original accessories (case,
presentation box, replacement bracelet or straps, sales label,
guarantee certificate, instructions for use, original invoice,
etc.) can yield considerably higher prices. The opposite is
also true. Models that are in need of restoration or have
visible damage may well fetch a price below the estimate.
The prices listed in this book are all based on estimated
euro prices. The dollar prices have been calculated from a
theoretical and fluctuating exchange rate of $1.30 to the
euro. For greater precision, please consult the daily
exchange rate.
For the sake of clarity, the models have not been arranged
strictly chronologically within a brand, but rather according
to function and type. By the same token, the vintage of each
model has been highlighted to help establish a chronology.
The little symbols found next to the name of each watch
are also there to serve as additional identification and for
overview purposes. The legend for the pictograms is as
follows:

manual winding

chronograph

automatic winding

alarm

calendar functions

certified chronometer

Our “estimated value” is based upon models in top or near top quality that are
original, complete, and functional.
Increase in value may be expected
Good investment
Probably valued too highly at the moment
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THE COLLECTOR’S MARKET FOR CLASSIC WRISTWATCHES

WEARABLE SOLUTIONS
The iconic designs from the 1960s have captured the
headlines in collector circles. But the focus of watch fans
has changed somewhat: technical values are making way
for more practical style considerations. Naturally, the prices
are also expected to go up considerably.
Text: Stefan Muser
Pictures: Auktionen Dr. Crott

The fashion of strapping time to one’s wrist is barely a
century old. And at the beginning, no one really knew
whether wristwatches were for women and dandies or
rather for tough guys, like pilots, soldiers, and athletes. As
it turned out, the wristwatch managed to cross the gender
gap without any problem, and soon after World War I, it
was available to everyone and for every taste.
There is an active scene that is particularly interested in
these early wristwatches. Their comprehensive collections
contain a broad range of anything from rebuilt pocket
watches all the way to delicate rectilinear timepieces with
new customized movements inside. As an auctioneer, I am
often saddened to no end when I have to interrupt an
auction due to lack of interest in the room even for a very
rare and well-kept piece with an enamel dial and a platinum
case—that may have been extremely expensive in the
1920s.
Even the early chronographs are making heavy weather of
it in the collectors’ scene. The chronographs equipped with
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pocket watch movements are filigree, technical gems that
are for the most part made by craftspeople. But the inherent
value of these watches, whose retail price often exceeds the
annual income of a minor clerk, is in no relation to the
prices being paid out today. Readers so inclined can figure
out for themselves what is available from their trusted local
watch dealer for $4,000 …

This early H. Moser & Cie wrist chronograph clearly shows its earlier life as a pocket watch.

BUT CAN IT BE WORN?
One question is dividing the vintage watch scene in two:
Can I wear the watch with a three-piece suit or a polo shirt
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without people looking at me strangely? For those with a
historical or technical interest in watches, wearability or
suitability of a collector’s item for everyday use is of no
interest, because they will probably not carry it on their
wrist in the first place, but rather keep it at home. But in the
ten years during which we have been publishing this
catalog, a new group of collectors has arisen within the
wristwatch scene, one that is increasingly guided by visual
and emotional criteria for purchasing. They are less
interested in the technical features of a watch and more in
prominent owners, memorable appearances in films, or
portrayals in historic black-and-white photographs. And the
new vintage collectors would like to wear, show, and look
at their little treasures. This attitude also explains the
incremental rise in the popularity of modern wristwatches
from the so-called era of the “economic miracle” in the
1950s and the style-shaping 1960s, which are back in
fashion.
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An exotic mix of professional instrument, design icon, and cultural treasure with a lot of history makes Panerai
frogman watches highly coveted collector’s items. These two rare references were auctioned in the spring of
2013 for about $170,000 (top) and $80,000 (bottom), not including fees.

INSIGNIA OF THE HEROES OF THE SILVER SCREEN
Sean Connery’s role as James Bond, secret service agent
007, in the film Dr. No is unforgettable. He wore a Rolex
Submariner on his wrist—first in diver shorts, then in the
evening, in a tuxedo. Or Paul Newman’s legendary glance
at the dial of his Rolex Daytona in the Indianapolis racing
film Winning. Then there is Steve McQueen in the racing
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epic Le Mans in the role of Jo Siffert driving the Gulf
Porsche 917 and dressed in authentic racing overalls with a
Heuer patch and a square Monaco on his wrist or Neil
Armstrong who tied an Omega Speedmaster Professional
over his space suit with a long Velcro band when walking
on the moon’s dusty surface.
Timepieces of this caliber are favored by high-earning
watch aficionados in their prime because they saw them
with their own eyes in the movies, magazines, and
television programs during their youth and have built up a
personal relationship to the past and the events of the past.
These watches were the insignia of their heroes.
The fact that many watch brands are reissuing their
“legendary” models from the 1950s and 1960s—obviously
with contemporary styling, i.e., somewhat bigger and
basically always equipped with banal technology—only
serves to make the true legends from the old days even
more desirable. The offer is quite extensive and affordable,
as long as one isn’t aiming to acquire that one dial that
everyone wants—and at any price.
PESKY DETAILS
Sometimes it seems difficult to understand how a small
detail on a Rolex dial can have such an impact on the value
of the watch. That value, though, is of a different kind than
with a complicated Patek Philippe or an enamel dial of a
historic Breguet pocket watch. The version with the special
dial was neither costly to manufacture, nor expensive to
buy. Only, it was rarer. So, what happens, occasionally, is
that a Rolex Daytona with a coveted “Paul Newman” dial,
will be overpaid for at $45,000 to $55,000, way above the
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already robust valuation for an industrially manufactured
wrist chronograph with a comparatively simple manually
wound movement. I feel that the consumer is no longer
buying a watch, but rather a design icon, a rarity, a piece of
pop art.

Rolex Oyster Cosmograph Daytona, Ref. 6263, ca. 1976, Caliber 727, manually wound
Do you see the difference?
The Daytona above was bought in the spring of 2013 for about $19,000. The Daytona below went for about
$100,000 mainly because of the so-called “Paul Newman” dial with the typical block indexes on the totalizers.
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Rolex Oyster Cosmograph Daytona, Ref. 6265, ca. 1980, Caliber 727, manually wound

To mock the alleged “spleen” of the Rolex collectors,
however, is not very nice. In the final analysis, every watch
aficionado has his or her own connection to the material,
and access via the visual is just as legitimate as the allure of
technology, history, cultural meaning, or value retention.
Significantly, it’s precisely those “cult” watches techno-fans
tend to disparage that maintain their value and at times even
evolve into investment objects.
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Incomparable elegance, best quality.… but the 34-millimeter case is a little delicate and the watch undervalued.
The Patek Philippe with the manually wound Caliber 27-400 is available for up to about $9,000 at this point.

THE REAL THING
Authenticity, historic relevance, and exclusivity are the
most important factors for value retention and development.
Another good example of this would be the historic Panerai
watches, whose prices in recent years have also left the
realm of technical reality. Today, auction prices are sought
that make no sense if one looks at the watches from the
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